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Overview

When the PYDS founder, G. K. Swamy, noticed that underprivileged children in his 
rural community stood no chance of gaining employment next to their wealthier 
peers, he decided to do something about it. He began an after-school tutoring 
program to supplement the education of four local children. Cattle sheds and 
garages were their gilded halls of learning, in the beginning. The movement grew 
wings when, with the admirable support of many friends of the society, in the year 
2008, the Society established a fully-equipped school.



PYDS LA believes that an enjoyable and meaningful education that is sensitive to 
the need of the hour is the right of every child. Through their free holistic 
education, day-long nutrition, complete health care, transportation, and hostel 
facilities, PYDS LA is successfully enhancing the lives of many underprivileged 
rural kids. Be it fostering their desire to learn or instilling values in those children, 
the school does it all. They look forward to creating responsible future leaders for 
the coming-of-age individual, social and global change.
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“What we loved”

I feel this project is a fantastic idea. Like spirituality is connecting to the seed of creation 

inside us. This project provides the space to bring out the spiritual dimension in us by using 

a cognitive path in education which is greatly missing. This project is a spontaneous 

process. It should be the idea for Youth Leaders. We should cascade this project to our 

family, neighbors, and communities. The greatest thing in the world is human knowledge. It 

is never about who we are rather it is always about what we are. And this project lets us 

realize this factor in life.

-Harwant Singh, Principal
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Surrender completely to the 
supreme.

G K Swamy

Life Lessons of Teachers



There are no equations in life.

Anand Krishnaswamy

Life Lessons of Teachers



Value everything you have.

Jyoti Dangwal

Life Lessons of Teachers



Do what you love.

Latika Bhardwaj

Life Lessons of Teachers



One should always stay 
positive in life.

Geeta Joshi

Life Lessons of Teachers



Self learning is the key to 
innovation.

Digpal Singh Bisht

Life Lessons of Teachers


